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Green Furniture Concept makes sustainable seating and lighting for public interiors. 
Our modular seating series Nova and IOU give you the flexibility to create configu-
rations as unique as your space. Leaf Lamp is an ambient, acoustic lighting solution 
that mimics the organic designs found in nature and is made entirely of natural 
materials. Green Furniture’s products can be found in places like Dublin Airport, 
Topanga Mall (LA) and Stockholm Central Station. 

The green mission
We are here to make a change. We aim to show the world how sustainable products 
also can be functional, look beautiful and last longer. Sustainability guides our devel-
opment and is part of our soul as a company. We have a cyclic holistic approach from 
raw materials to the business model, and we take full responsibility of the state and 
function of our furniture over time.

We aim to be ecologically sound in all aspects: in our everyday mission and through 
our products. This means that we strive to keep our products integrated in the natu-
ral cycle or in a technical cycle free of waste. We use the Nordic Ecolabel as a base 
standard for our product development. We exceed those standards by, for example, 
using natural hard wax oil instead of varnish and upcycled instead of virgin materials.

© Green Furniture Concept 2018
Nordic Swan Ecolabel, printed matter, 3041 0140

This is Green 
Furniture Concept
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Sustainability
NORDIC ECOLABEL AND OTHER CERTIFICATIONS
Green Furniture’s products fulfill the requirements needed for most large-scale interiors 
such as airports, railways and schools. We use the ‘Nordic Ecolabel’ as a baseline for our 
product development. The Nova C Series produced in Sweden is also certified by the 
Scandinavian environmental verifications of ‘Sundahus’, ‘Möbelfakta’ and meet the 
requirements of strength, durability and safety by SP standard level 1 and 2. We only use 
FSC approved or upcycled wood material. Our goal is to use a high degree of ecycled 
material in all metal parts (Nordic Ecolabel’s minimum requirement is 20%).

We use high-quality natural materials that age with dignity. The wood in our seating 
furniture is treated with plant-based hard wax oil, a product with 0% VOC which creates a 
molecular bonding with the wood. This preserves the natural look and feel of the wood, 
while making it resistant over time and makes removing of eventual scratches quick and 
easy. The slat construction of our seating furniture leaves no parts of the product hidden, 
which simplifies cleaning. The acoustic leaf foliage of our lighting is made from natural 
wool, that easily keeps clean by blowing or dusting it off once a year. 
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We address medium to large public interior environments. This means we work 
with a few but large customers, which give us the ability to invest time in 
learning our customers’ business and listen very carefully to their specific 
demands. This results in a good opportunity to improve sense of place, 
customer satisfaction and sales. We believe in long-term relationships. 
Therefore, our furniture are designed to last. Made of durable materials and 
constructed in an ergonomic and timeless design, they own the ability to grow 
and change with the space over time. We call it "an impression that lasts". 

WE MAKE SEAMLESS SEATING
We make modular seating systems for large public interiors. The system is made 
from modules of individually bent wood slats that can be joined to shape any 
creative, seamless configurations. Its possibilities can facilitate seating for 
30-50% more people in a given area than traditional seating furniture. Our 
furniture can fit any size and shape of space, adapt or change movement in the 
room, and be customized to fit a given color scheme. 

AND ACOUSTIC LIGHTING
Our second product sector is acoustic lighting. We make noise-filtering lighting 
that mimics the organic designs found in nature, by resembling the shape of 
trees and foliage. They give a natural ambiance to the room, by creating a 
fascinating play of light and shadow reminding of sunlight radiating through 
leaves. Our leaf foliage is made of natural flameproof wool felt with excellent 
sound absorbing and diffusing qualities. The trunk of our standing model is 
made of raw Swedish birch trees. All our lighting can be customized in more 
than 3 million color combinations.

Seamless thinking
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Product Services
WARRANTY
We ensure our products are free from defects in material and workmanship 
when properly installed, maintained and used for their intended purposes. We 
give you a 15 years’ warranty period for the Nova C Series, and 5 years for IOU 
and Leaf Lamp Series.

YEARLY MAINTENANCE OFFER
The IOU and Nova C series are easy to maintain to keep in mint condition, 
even in rough environments as railway stations and schools. However, on our 
active markets we offer you an optional service - a yearly touch up, removal of 
scratches and change of ribs or armrests if needed. Contact your closest sales 
agent to get an maintenance offer.

BUYBACK  GUARANTEE
Our furniture are durable and long-lasting. If you decide to replace them, we 
are happy to buy them back for reuse purposes. For Nova C Series we offer 
to repurchase the furniture for 5% of the original purchase price within the 15-
year warranty period. Furthermore, we offer you up to 30% if you have signed 
our yearly maintenance offer. The freight cost is always on us.

FUNCTION RENTAL OPTION
A circular solution with full flexibility, is that we provide the opportunity to 
rent the function 'always-in-mint-condition seating'. This is an offer for an 
annual fee, as long as you want it. (Yes, we really mean that! It may be for 
a month or for 50 years).
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• Modular seating system easy to expand

• High flexibility through fast reconfiguration

• Individual and unique seating with convex and concave shapes

• Massive wood products that radiate warmth and comfort

• Creates atmosphere 

• Enhances the quality of stay 

• Robust, easy-care and resistent with 15-years warranty

• Guides people flow 

• Sustainability in production and product cycle

• Fire safety certificate: Bfl-s1 (EN 9239 / EN 13501)

• 100% "Made in Sweden" and Canada using Nordic handicraft techniques

• Treated only with hard wax oil - certified with "Nordic Ecolabel"

• Seats typically 30-50% more people on a given area

• Available in a wide variety of colors, shapes and materials 

  to create unique seating areas

Modular seating 
solutions
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Efficient seating solutions
Because we can seat more individuals within a smaller surface area, there will always be seating available, even 

when the space get crowded. Finding the right seating density ratio makes commercial sense, as the seating 
can be installed to direct traffic into commercial areas. When seating is available near F&B services, people are 

more likely to work up an appetite and buy something to eat.

With convex and concave shapes plus the "endless" seating functionality, space can be used 
more efficiently. As a result, 30-50% more seats are available – at 50 cm seating area per per-

son. The space saved by the intelligent arrangement of the Nova C benches can be used 
in a variety of ways.

Nova C seating – 180 Seats [126 + 30% free space]

Traditional seating – 126 Seats
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Modularity - flexible configurations

01

01. Nova C Bench  02. Nova C Bench Curved  03. Nova C Bench 90˚  04. Nova C Bench Wide   05. Nova C Bench Wide Curved  
11. Nova C Double  12. Nova C Double Curved  13. Nova C Double Elevation & Elevation Step  14. Nova C Double Bench Curved  

Configurations and dimensions

09 10 11 12

01

02 03 04

NOVA C BENCH  01. Bracket - A 3140mm B 1920mm  02. Circle - A 3140mm B 1920mm  03. Infinity - A 6710mm B 1920mm C 3140mm  
07. Wiggly with Planters - A 4104mm B 808mm  08. Straight with Planters - A 4000mm B 613mm

15

An additional benefit of the products is that you can change the individual modules (each approx. 1m long) to create a 
completely different configuration.

06. Nova C Back  07. Nova C Back Convex  08. Nova C Back Concave  09. Nova C Back Convex 90˚  10. Nova C Back Concave 90˚
15. Nova C Perch Double Curved  16. Nova C Recliner Convex

05 06 07 08

13 14 15 16

04. Omega - A 3140mm B 1920mm  05. Circle with Planters - A 3140mm B 1920mm   06. Tilde with Planters - A 4920mm B 1790mm

02 03 04 05 06 07 08
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Replacing the wooden ribs

Simple and cost-effective replacement of components in rare case of 
damage. Individual wooden ribs can be supplied by us at any time and 
the replacement involves 4 screws only.

Each rib is made from 13 layers of laminated beech, oak or birch wood. 
The layers are glued and pressed together to form a 2 cm thick plate 
that is cut to ribs of selected size. The ribs are then bent to its custom 
shape. Using a Swedish handicraft technique, the ribs are processed 
under high temperature and pressure to achieve high stability.

Configurations with 8 bench modules

Configurations with 4 bench modules

Gives you the flexibility and freedom to optically change your seating area. Easy and fast reconfiguration of existing bench modules to 
meet the needs of specific events or promotions.

All these forms can be created with the same 8 bench modules within 5 minutes.

02 03 0401

17

Always like new

Treatment of deep scratches with 
RUBIO MONOCOAT – Oil plus 2C

Deep scratches can be treated with a hard wax finish in the 
same color as the original treatment. This restores the 
protection of the injured surface. Simply apply the hard wax 
with a cloth on the scratched areas and the damage will be 
barely visible.

05 06 07 08
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Nova Materials
Wood veneer, 

Natural Hard Wax Oil, 

Powder Coated Steel

Wood colors
Standard Colours (any RAL colour available on request)
The wood in our seating furniture is treated with plant-based hard wax oil, a product 
with 0% VOC which creates a molecular bonding with the wood. This preserves the 
natural look and feel of the wood, while making it resistant over time and makes 
removing of eventual scratches quick and easy.

01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

10 11 1209

RUBIO COLORS 01. Pure Birch  02. Pure Oak  03. Dark Oak  04. Charcoal  05. STHLM C  
06. Cotton White  07. Super White  08. Smoke  09. Castel Brown  10. Silver Grey  11. Sky Grey  
12. Slate Grey 

14 1513

RUBIO COLORS FOR NOVA C KIDS  13. Dark Green  14. Light Green  15. Orange
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Nova C Bench
Nova C Bench is our product variant without a backrest providing flexible 
seating from both sides being, therefore, an ideal choice for the middle of a 
room. The bench shapes a seamless seating line for natural flow control and 
can create social configurations together with other modules from Nova C.

The grand configurations are held in place by their own weight, with no need to 
bolt the sections to the floor, yet can be snapped apart for thorough cleaning or 
reconfiguration.

01

04

07

21

NOVA C BENCH  01. Straight with Planters  02. Wiggly with Planters  03. Straight  04. Wiggly  05. Ondular with Planters  06. Bracket  
07. Ondular  08. Circle with Planters  09. Omega  10. Stadium  11. Donut  12. Infinity

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

The Swedish produced product is 
certified with the Nordic Ecolabel.
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Nova C Back
Nova C Back reflects our functional design with backrest. It is designed with a 
body-conscious comfort and can shape configurations together with other 
modules from Nova C. 

When configured in round shapes, it makes perfect room to add planters inside 
the configuration. 

01

04

07

23

NOVA C BACK 01. Straight  02. Straight with Planters  03. Wiggly  04. Bracket Concave with Planters  05. Bracket Concave 
06. Bracket Convex with Planters  07. Pilar  08. Nova C Back Elevation & Elevation Step  09. Stadium  10. Donut  11. Bowtie  12. Droplet

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

The Swedish produced product is 
certified with the Nordic Ecolabel.
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Nova C Double Back
This is a part of Nova C series, with a double back. It is designed with a 
body-conscious comfort and can shape social configurations together with 
other modules from Nova C.

The double back configuration is perfect to finish with end pieces, for a smooth 
and seamless impression. Finished with natural hard wax oil, designed with the 
user at heart.

01

04

07

25

NOVA C DOUBLE BACK  01. Straight  02. Wiggly  03. Ondular  04. Tilde  05. Droplet with Planters  06. Bracket
07. Crossroads 3 Small with Planters  08. Nova C Double Back Elevation & Elevation Step  09. T-Connection  10. Droplet with Planters  
11. Omega with Leaf Lamp Pendant  12. Ondular with Leaf Lamp Pendant 130

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

The Swedish produced product is 
certified with the Nordic Ecolabel.
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Nova C Double Bench
This is a part of Nova C series, without the back. It can shape a seamless 
seating configuration together with other modules like Nova C Double Back. 
Use it to personalize grand interiors and control the traffic in a natural way. 
The double bench leaves room for endless ways to sit and lean.

01

04

07

27

NOVA C DOUBLE BENCH  01. Straight  02. Wiggly  03. Ondular  04. Tilde  05. Bracket  06. Omega  07. Straight Mix  08. Wiggly Mix
09. Ondular Mix  10. Tilde Mix  11. Bracket Mix  12. Omega Mix

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

The Swedish produced product is 
certified with the Nordic Ecolabel.
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Nova C Wall
This is a wall-mounted part of Nova C series. It shapes a seamless seating line 
with body-conscious comfort and has an adjustable height. Finished with 
natural hard wax oil, a sustainable choice that works similarly to shoe 
polish-easy to maintain always-like-new.

Nova C Perch
This is a stand-up bench in line with the rest of Nova C seating series. The Perch fits environments 
where the user needs a quick rest for a tired back. Or on occasions where a traveller is in motion, 
for example when standing in line with heavy luggage. Perch is made in an ergonomic design to 
support the lower back and lumbar spine, parts of the body that often get exposed for stress which 
can lead to pain. It supports the backs of people in a wide height rate, while letting the user remain 
a natural standing position and posture. For more information check greenfc.com

The Swedish produced 
product is certified with 
the Nordic Ecolabel.
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Nova C Recliner
The newest addition to the Nova C series is the Recliner Bench. This is a lounge 
variant of our Nova C Back, made in an ergonomic, body-conscious design that fits a 
reclined seating position. The recliner is the perfect furniture to put in spaces close 
to family areas, since it fits a longer period of stay and the relaxed position makes 
the formation feel even more social than an upright positioned seating bench. 

The bench is configurable and can shape seamless and endless formations of 
straight and curved modules, with only the integrated armrests separating the seats. 
It can also be put closeby to other variants from the Nova C series, to create large 
social and flow controlling configurations with a compound impression.

All configurations are held in place by their own weight, with no need to bolt the 
sections to the floor, yet can be snapped apart for thorough cleaning or 
reconfiguration. 

Finished with natural hard-wax oil, a sustainable choice that works similarly to shoe 
polish – easy to maintain always-like-new. For more information check greenfc.com

Nova C Kids
The winding Nova C series also has a playful little caterpillar in the family, the 
Nova C Kids. Configurable just like its grown-up parents, with modularity and 
freedom of size and colors.
The Nova C Kids uses the same rib shape as the Nova C Bench, and it’s only 
by giving one of the ribs stylistic properties of a head, and by playing with new 
and lower legs that the Green Furniture designers have turned the bench into 
an animal to play with. Durable for public interior spaces, a functional piece of 
furniture for the little ones to roll all over, generation after generation.
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Sit down and charge!

BENEFITS  
Charge your devices on the go
Create hubs for work and communication
Create hubs close to retail areas and food courts 
Easy and fast to come and leave
Very powerful - 15 W (iPhone X charges with 8-9 W)

Qi STANDARD
Simple, efficient and safe, Qi charges or powers an array of devices, from smartphones 
(most new Samsung and iPhones) to cordless kitchen appliances. Qi combines 
induction and resonance technologies to deliver a superior standard.
More info on Qi: wirelesspowerconsortium.com

01. Nova C Table Stone  02. Nova C Table  03. Nova C Series Table Wireless  04. Nova C Back Rib with Logo  05. Radius Charger  
06. Nova C Endpiece charging unit  07. Leaf Lamp Metal Tree Table with Chargers 08. Nova C Series Back Rib Charger
09. Nova C Back Food & Beverage Armrest  10. Nova C Back Armrest  11. Nova C Bench Armrest  12. Nova C Back Leather Armrest

Add-ons
01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

09 10 11 12

Nova C Table Wireless is a table with built-in wireless charging for mo-
bile devices. The table can be placed in any slender rib of Nova C Bench, 
Nova C Back, Nova C Double or Nova C Wall. The default location is in the 
center of the bench module. This table is only available with wooden table 
top due to the combined induction and resonance technologies. The icon 
is showing on the table top. 
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IOU
Up-cycled signature seating
Our wish is to return what is borrowed from nature. Owing to this wish we 
developed the IOU bench. Its ribs are made of upcycled oak floor. Its frame 
is made from recycled steel. Which can be recycled again. And the wood is 
finished with natural hard wax oil. Easy to maintain always-like-new.

A seamless curvature 
The signature curvature of IOU allows grand configurations in scale with grand 
interiors. The bench, that comes with or without back, shapes a seamless curve 
that enables natural flow control. The small footprint makes an efficient use of 
the space. And IOU is endlessly configurable - every project can be unique.

Reconfigurable and easy to maintain
The grand configurations are held in place by their own weight, with no need to 
bolt the sections to the floor or ground. The sections can be snapped apart for 
thorough cleaning or reconfiguration.

Materials
IOU means what is borrowed from nature should be returned. The ribs of IOU 
are made of upcycled wood from floor and hardwood panel industry in southern 
Sweden. Leftover solid oak and other wood materials are otherwise burned for 
heat. The frame is made of recycled steel, which can be recycled again.
The IOU seating system promotes zero waste and reveals new potentials for 
recycled wood and steel.

IOU BACK 

IOU BENCH

We are happy to say that our non up-cycled IOU bench in 
FSC-graded oak is now certified with the Nordic Ecolabel.
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IOU BENCH  01. Bracket  02. Circle  03. Infinity  04. Omega  05. Tilde
IOU BACK  06. Circle  07. Infinity  08. Omega  09. Hallway
IOU ADD-ONS  10. IOU Armrest  11. IOU Table  12. Radius Charger

02 03

05 06

08

10

09

11 12

The modularity of IOU gives the freedom to create flexible structures by 
mixing IOU Bench and IOU Back together. Tailor any configuration for your 
space and needs, with the opportunity to offer room for social interaction, 

creativity or privacy.

36
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Leaf Lamp 
Pendant
This is an ambient and noise-filtering light pendant that mimics the 
organic designs found in nature and is made entirely of natural materials 
that offer flameproof and sound-absorbing qualities. The foliage is made 
of thin, unbleached wool felt leaves and it shares its inner energy from a 
warm-toned large LED  (your choice – not included) filtering the foliage 
as a soft and natural light. You can design your own Leaf Lamp Pendant 
in mixed colors and request a rendering from our services, through our 
website greenfc.com.

ATMOSPHERE. Cozy, warm, protected, Nordic design 
MATERIAL. Natural materials - sheep wool and birch wood 
ACOUSTIC FUNCTION. Absorbs sounds andcreates good 
acoustics for conversations.
ABSORPTION EFFECT. Positive room air through absorption 
of pollutants by the keratin in the applied sheep wool

SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN LIGHTING MADE OF 
NATURAL MATERIALS FOR NOISE REDUCTION
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Leaf Lamp Tree
This is an ambient and noise-filtering standing lamp, with trunk and 
branches made from Swedish birch and a crown made of natural 
flameproof wool felt, that stand on the ground with a robust base that 
can be bolted to the floor or an optional base plate that makes the tree 
freestanding.

The crown has a diameter of Ø130 / Ø230 / Ø300 / Ø400 cm or custom 
size up to Ø600 cm for special projects. Leaf Lamp Tree has A-class 
sound-absorbing qualities – the foliage forms a soft labyrinth of 3,5 / 14 
/ 21 / 53 square meters of wool felt. It softly diffuses the light to create 
a soothing atmosphere and radically enhances speech perception in its 
proximity. Design your own Leaf Lamp in mixed colors and request a 
rendering from our service team, through our website greenfc.com.

Leaf Lamp Metal Tree  
with/without table and chargers

0 230/300cm
H 420cm

Leaf Lamp Tree 
White Birch Trunk 

0 130/300cm
H 450cm

Leaf Lamp Materials
Massive Wood, 

Wool Felt, 

Powder Coated Steel
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Leaf Lamp Series Overview

0 130cm

H 240cm

0 130cm

H 300cm

Leaf Lamp Tree

Leaf Lamp Pendant
0 130cm

Color Mix 18 30 56 Color Mix 60% 10 20 31

0 230cm

H 450cm

0 300cm

H 450cm
0 400cm

H 650cm

Color Mix 42 44 49 17 2 Color Mix 60% 10 24 31 Color Mix 46 42

Examples of mixes
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LEAF LAMP PENDANT - FELT COLORS.  01 Signal Yellow  02. Rapeseed Yellow  03. Melon Yellow  04. Bright Red Orange  05. Pure Orange  06. Pure Red Light 

07. Pure Red Drk  08. Telemagenta  09. Pastel Yellow Light  10. Pastel Yellow Drk  11. Ochre Yellow  12. Curry Yellow Drk  13. Green Beige  14. Fern Green Light 

15. Orange Brown  16. Mahogany Brown Light  17. Pastel Yellow/Peach  18. Salmon Orange Light  19. Salmon Orange Drk  20. Orange Brown  21. Copper Brown 

22. Coral Red  23. Ruby Red  24. Wine Red  25. Salmon Pink  26. Heather Violette  27. Antique Pink  28. Telemagenta Light  29. Telemagenta Drk  

30. Traffic Purple  31. Pastel Violet  32. Signal Violet  33. Grey Beige  34. Brown Beige  35. Pale Brown  36. Mahogany Brown Drk  37. Signal Grey  

38. Platinum Grey  39. Traffic Grey  40. Black Grey  41. Fern Green Soft  42. Yellow Green Light  43. Olive Yellow/Green  44. Yellow Green Drk  

45. Pure Green  46. Moss Green Dark  47. Fern Green Extra Drk  48. Moss Green Extra Drk  49. Signal Green  50. Water Blue Green  51. Water Blue  

52. Pastel Turquoise  53. Mint Turquoise  54. Trafic Blue Clear  55. Steel Blue  56. Pure White  57. Pastel Turqouise Light  58. Brilliant Blue  59. Signal Blue 

60. Ultra Marine Blue  61. Blue Lilac Drk  62. Blue Lilac Light  63. Relaxed Green  64. Pastel Violet  65. Light Pink  66. Sulfur Yellow  67. Signal Orange  

68. Pale Green  69. Beige Red  70. Mint Green  71. Purple Violet  72. Telemagenta  73. Brown Beige  74. Ivory  75. Pastel Blue  76. Light Pink  

77. Grey Beige  78. Beige  79. Fern Green 

01 02 03

08 09 10

15 16 17

22 23 24

29 30 31

37 3836

0604 05

12 1311

18 2019

25 2726

32 3433

39 40 41

07

14

21

28

35

42

44 4543 46 47 48 49

51 5250 53 54 55 56

58 5957 60 61 62 63

65 6664 67 68 69 70

72 7371 74 75 76 77

78 79

Find more information on greenfc.com.
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Radius Planter Divider
Planters that fit with the Green Furniture seating, or connect modularly to 
each other to form a curved, friendly wall of plants, indoor and outdoor. 
Seamless, and with curvature of choice just like the seating.
The Radius Series of solid metal accessories are designed with the Green 
Furniture Concept bench series Nova C and IOU in mind, but also work very 
well as stand-alone products.

BENEFITS OF INDOOR PLANTS
• Reducing carbon dioxide levels
• Increasing humidity
• Reducing levels of certain pollutants, such as benzene and nitrogen dioxide
• Reducing airborne dust levels
• Keeping air temperatures down
• Can be equipped with Mona Plant System on request.

47

01 02 03

05 06

07

04

08 09

10 11 12

RADIUS PLANTER DIVIDER  01. Bracket Concave with Planters  02. Bracket Convex with Planters  03. Circle with Planters  
04. Omega with Planters and Leaf Lamp Pendant 130  05. Omega with Planters  06 Straight with Planters  07. Circle with Planters
08. Crossroads 3 Small with Planter  09. Crossroads 4 Small with Planter  10. Donut with Planter  11. Droplet with Planter  
12. Droplet with Planter

Radius Materials
Powder Coated Steel
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Radius Divider
Space dividers attached to the Green Furniture Nova C Back modular seating. 
Seamless, and with curvature of choice just like the seating. If the seating row is 
reconfigured, the dividers will follow. 

The Radius divider comes with cut out holes for a see-through effect 
(custom patterns possible) or plain which gives a surface where a message or 
image can be applied.
Material: Solid, powder coated steel (color of choice)

Radius Planter
Planters in line with the Green Furniture seating. Can serve as corners, 
connectors dividers and turning joints in a bench formation. Seamless and 
modular, and with curvature of choice just like the seating.

The Radius Series of solid metal accessories are designed with the Green 
Furniture Concept seating series Nova C and IOU in mind, but also work very 
well as stand-alone products.
Material: Powder coated steel (color of choice). Can be equipped with Mona 
Plant System on request.
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Radius Charger
This is a power unit providing flexible power, for quick and easy charging of any device. 
Radius Charger can be placed on any leg of our benches, and can easily be added to 
benches already installed. With a quick screw solution, the unit is easy to add or remove.

Choose between your preferred combination of outlets and/or USB. Standard color is black 
frame and black sockets, customize Radius Charger with the RAL color of your choice. 

Soft Wiring (power) Power wired to Wieland GST connector allows starter cables to be 
changed to suit all requirements, and simplifies reconnection during reconfiguration.
Configuration  Power only / Data only / Combined (Power & Data/AV). See Modular 
Components 
Fusing  (to enable compliance to BS6396)
Earth Bonding  A 250mm earth lead can be included to allow earth bonding to furniture.
Insulation  Re-inforced insulation
Testing  100% testing - continuity, polarity, insulation & earth
Certifications  UL962A/CSA22.2 and UL1363, CE BS5733 compliant/certified

Radius Recycle Bin
The recycle bins are easy to empty and stay in place. The bins connect to each 
other as many as desired for recycling.
The Radius Series of solid metal accessories are designed with the Green 
Furniture Concept seating series Nova C and IOU in mind, but also work very 
well as stand-alone products.

Material - Powder coated steel (color of choice)
Volume - 80-liter individual volume.
Internal container with handles for quick emptying.
Weighted bottom makes also one piece stable.
Standard recycling texts/icons - Glass, Paper, Trash
Custom color lids, text and icons on the lids available.

Radius Materials
Powder Coated Steel
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We offer a close collaboration with our clients to advise on design, research 
and functionality to create a place-unique solution. We provide a layout service 
for all clients, which will support the process from ideation to fully customized 
renderings of the project and a convenient base for ordering.

Planning Tools
With our online Nova C Series Planning Tool you'll be able to create your own 
design with the seatings from Nova C Series. Experiment with different shapes 
or upload a floor plan to add a layout to your own space. When you are done, 
make a request for a high-end visual rendering from us. The tool is available on 
our website.

Material Picker
Try some of our different material appearances and colours on our Nova C 
Series and Leaf Lamp, by heading to our website.

Augmented Reality Application
With the Sayduck application, you can experience our furniture LIVE in your 
own space, with the help of your mobile device. Move around, change colours 
and add several products to your space. Just download the app to your iOS or 
Android device and start furnishing.

File Library
We provide 3D-files, high-resolution images and and spec sheets of all 
products. They are available for download on our website, without signing or 
subscription.

Sample Furniture
We have the possibility to send you sample furnitures for display in your space, 
which you can use for a testing period of 2-6 weeks. Contact your closest sales 
contact for more information.

Our Services
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We are a fast growing company and we are continuously expanding our base of 
sales representatives, agents, and resellers around the world. Have a look on 
our website and find your nearest contact. greenfc.com

For all general questions, please contact us on info@greenfc.com.

Get in touch!

https://greenfc.com
mailto:info%40greenfc.com?subject=
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GREEN FURNITURE CONCEPT
Carlsgatan 5, 21120 Malmö, Sweden

+46 (0)40 600 93 30  info@greenfc.com

greenfc.com

http://greenfc.com
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